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ABSTRACT

Many Web applications are now hosted in elastic cloud en-
vironments where the unit of resource allocation is a virtual
machine (VM) instance; entire VMs are added or removed to
scale up or scale down. A variety of techniques can reduce
the latency of communication between VMs co-located on
the same server in, say, a private cloud. For example, par-
avirtualized network mechanisms (e.g., vhost and virtio in
Linux KVM) can optimize the number of protection bound-
ary crossings. Inter-VM shared memory can further reduce
boundary crossings after setting up a shared region.

We present the design, implementation, and an evalua-
tion of Nahanni memcached, a port of the well-known mem-
cached that uses inter-VM shared memory instead of a vir-
tual network for cache reads. As a widely deployed cache
for back-end datastores and databases, memcached’s latency
is important to the performance of many well-known web
sites (e.g., Facebook, Twitter) and cloud platforms (e.g.,
Google’s App Engine). Although using shared-memory IPC
is a well-known strategy, the recent introduction of the ivsh-
mem inter-VM shared memory mechanism (also known as
Nahanni) to Linux KVM makes the strategy practical for
virtual machines. Using the Yahoo Cloud Serving Bench-
mark, we confirm the intuition that Nahanni memcached
can reduce the latency of cache read operations by up to
86%, and that given reasonable hit rates, this can reduce the
total latency of read-related operations for a workload by up
to 45% compared to standard memcached. When using the
experimental paravirtualized vhost networking mechanism
in Linux KVM, Nahanni memcached offers a smaller, but
still significant, advantage of 29%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.3.4 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems
and Software; C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Net-
works]: Distributed Systems
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1. INTRODUCTION
Web applications often have unpredictable load patterns,

and cloud computing allows developers to automatically scale
their services by allocating resources on-demand as traffic
grows. In infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) systems such as
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and private clouds
built using Eucalyptus [20] or OpenStack [4], resources are
allocated in the form of virtual machines (VMs). A number
of platform-as-a-service (PaaS) offerings (e.g., Google App
Engine (GAE) [1], Microsoft Azure [6], AppScale [10]) pro-
vide application programming interfaces (APIs) that allow
developers to build and deploy web applications that will be
automatically scaled based on demand.

Furthermore, many web applications are backed by a data-
store, such as an SQL database or a cloud-scale NoSQL
storage engine. For example, Amazon offers SimpleDB, and
GAE includes a component called Datastore that is backed
by BigTable [9]. Because datastore access can be expensive,
contributing significantly to web application latency, it is
common to use an in-memory cache.

In IaaS environments, application-level caching is usually
the responsibility of the application developer, who may
choose to deploy a caching service such as memcached [2]
using the virtual machines in which their web application is
deployed. In PaaS environments, a caching mechanism may
be provided in the API (e.g., the memcache API in GAE and
AppScale). This API could be backed by memcached (as it
is in AppScale) or a similar system.

We present a modified version of the memcached server
that uses inter-VM shared memory to store cached data,
while maintaining compatibility with standard memcached
clients. Additionally, we present a memcached client library
for C, Java, and Python that can take advantage of the
shared memory design. We demonstrate that our implemen-
tation can reduce the latency of cache reads by up to 86%,
and given reasonable cache hit rates can reduce the total
latency of datastore reads by up to 45% compared to using
standard memcached, depending on the workload. We also
show that our shared-memory-based technique can be faster



than sophisticated paravirtualized network devices, such as
virtio and vhost in Linux KVM.

2. MOTIVATION
The advantage of the cloud computing model over physical

servers or static VM deployment is flexibility. In a cloud
system, services can have more resources allocated by adding
more VMs on-the-fly, and can have resources removed by
shutting down these VMs. In the context of public clouds
such as EC2, this has allowed computing time and storage to
be sold inexpensively, since infrastructure can be efficiently
shared among many users [13].

These advantages are not limited to public clouds. Us-
ing open-source systems such as Eucalyptus and OpenStack,
an organization can provide a cloud environment to inter-
nal users, enabling better utilization of existing resources.
These private and hybrid cloud systems [26] offer additional
advantages compared to public clouds. For example, host-
ing a private cloud helps to mitigate security concerns [23,
14] induced by sharing physical resources with other, poten-
tially hostile, customers. We argue that as the popularity
of the cloud computing model continues to increase, so will
the popularity of private clouds.

Further, we argue that these private cloud deployments
will tend to encompass fewer resources than public clouds,
and that as the core counts of commodity servers continue
to increase, these resources will be concentrated in fewer and
fewer individual servers. Thus, it will be increasingly com-
mon for multiple VMs running a web application in such a
cloud to be co-located on a single physical host. Multiple
physical servers will still be required for many scales, but
for the cases where VMs are co-located, the latency of in-
terprocess communication (IPC) to, say, memcached can be
significantly reduced using shared-memory IPC.

We also note that there is currently active research on
network-aware placement and migration of virtual machines [16,
21, 18]. With such mechanisms in place, a web application
VM and a memcached VM that communicate heavily (i.e.,
to store and fetch cached data) would likely be co-located,
and thus be able to use shared memory for caching.

3. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Our work builds upon two software projects: memcached

(an open-source project originally developed by LiveJour-
nal), and the Nahanni inter-VM shared memory system (an
open-source project that is included in the Linux KVMmain-
line).

Memcached [2] is a distributed in-memory cache designed
for use in web applications. The server acts as a simple
key-value store, where both keys and values are arbitrary
sequences of bytes. Clients communicate with one or more
servers using IP sockets, and the servers keep cached data
entirely in memory. By design, the server has few features:
replication and distribution, for example, are not provided
by the server but are commonly provided by client libraries.

Memcached can be thought of as an optimization layer
between the database and the application, albeit one that is
managed by the application itself. Facebook, for example,
employs memcached as one of several caching layers [19], us-
ing it to cache frequently-accessed user data that is stored in
MySQL clusters [27]. Twitter is another known deployment
of memcached [2, 5].

There are two performance benefits to using memcached:
reduced latency when data can be found in the cache in-
stead of being re-generated, and improved database scalabil-
ity due to reduced request volume. Memcached is preferable
to purely application-level caching because it can increase
the total capacity of the cache by distributing the cache
across multiple servers, and it allows multiple web servers
to access the same cache.

Nahanni [3, 17] is a mechanism in QEMU/KVM v0.13
that allows a POSIX shared memory region on a host to be
mapped into the address space of one or more VMs running
on the same host. Consequently, the co-located VMs and the
host can share data and perform IPC through the shared-
memory region. Nahanni is implemented as a virtual PCI
device with an on-board memory region that can be mapped
using a special driver in the guest operating system.

To use the shared memory region, an application opens
the device as a file, then uses mmap to map the memory into
its address space. This initialization procedure is nearly
identical to that of standard POSIX shared memory, in
which the memory region is opened with the shm_open sys-
tem call, then mapped with mmap. The only difference with
Nahanni is that the device file is opened using the open sys-
tem call, and the mmap argument indicating the offset into
the file must be changed to a particular value. Once an ap-
plication has initialized Nahanni, the shared memory region
can be used just like any other memory in the application.

In related work, of course, the idea of using shared-memory
IPC is not new. For example, the fbufs mechanism goes back
to 1993 and, more recently, a variety of Xen-based projects
have used shared memory to speed up sockets-based IPC
(e.g., XenSocket [29]). The Nahanni memcached approach
is different in that it shares data across VMs (not just intra-
VM domains, like fbufs) and the pointer-based hash table
of memcached can be placed in shared memory and directly
accessed by the clients, avoiding the potential bottleneck of
the memcached server as well as network latency. We note
that an evaluation of memcached bottlenecks and the scal-
ability of Nahanni memcached are subjects of future work.

Nahanni memcached shares many similarities with the
global shared buffer cache in Disco [8]. However, whereas in
Disco the shared memory region was used to implicitly cache
filesystem buffers for homogeneous operating systems, mem-
cached allows applications running on any operating system,
and even on other servers, to explicitly cache arbitrary data.

Automatic, consistency-preserving caching of datastore
results [28] and transactionally-consistent caching [22] are
active areas of research. The goal in such consistency-preserving
caching is to enable automatic caching, particularly for ap-
plications where transactional consistency is vital. However,
work on cache consistency does not address the latency of
caching, nor is it aimed at memcached applications, which
often gain performance by tolerating some degree of stale-
ness. Work on memcached performance [25] has focused pri-
marily on scaling memcached servers for large deployments,
and does not take advantage of the structure of cloud envi-
ronments to reduce latency.

Something similar to Nahanni memcached was implemented
for a cloud environment on the IBM Blue Gene/P (BG/P) [7].
Unlike Nahanni memcached, the BG/P hardware has phys-
ically distributed memory and a fast RDMA mechanism.
But, like Nahanni memcached, the BG/P work attempts to



reduce the latency of cache look-ups using RDMA instead
of normal network mechanisms.

4. NAHANNI MEMCACHED
For Nahanni memcached, we modified the memcached

server to keep cached data in a shared-memory region which
can be accessed directly by VMs on the same host using the
Nahanni mechanism (Figure 1). To a standard memcached
client, the server acts exactly like a standard memcached
server. But, we have implemented a client library in C,
with Java and Python wrappers, to provide a standard mem-
cached API, but fetch items directly from the shared cache
memory pool (Figure 1(b)), instead of using TCP/IP sockets
over a virtualized network (Figure 1(a)), for lower latency.
Omitted in both figures are connections to the memcached
server from other clients — web applications running in VMs
on other hosts, which use the network for all communication
with either version of the server.

4.1 Item Storage and Lookup
Because the standard memcached server allocates a large

pool of memory, then handles item allocation internally,
minimal changes were required to have memcached store
cached data in shared memory. Instead of mallocing a large
region of memory for the cache allocator, the server mmaps
the shared memory into its address space. Having the cached
items in shared memory only solves half the problem: the
client still needs the ability to find them.

Since cached data tends to be small (memcached limits
values to 1 MB by default), the time to read a value is usually
dominated by the round-trip latency to the server and the
server’s processing time. Therefore, it is highly desirable
to avoid network communication with the server entirely.
We accomplish this by keeping the hashtables in the shared
memory region along with the data.

We chose, for reasons of performance and simplicity, to
avoid pointer swizzling by mapping the shared memory re-
gion to the same address in the server and all clients. Map-
ping to a particular address is accomplished using the MAP_FIXED
flag to mmap when the server and the library initialize the
shared memory region, as described in Section 3. By map-
ping the memory to a high address and doing the mapping
early, before much memory has been mapped or allocated,
we avoid collisions that would cause mmap to fail. Of course,
if the mapping does fail, we can fall back to communicating
over the network. In a future version of the Nahanni mem-
cached library, we could implement pointer swizzling as a
faster fallback.

Because our client accesses cached data directly in the
server’s memory, it is possible that an item will be removed
(due to expiry or capacity) between when the client acquires
a pointer to it and when it reads the data. To avoid po-
tential race conditions, we take advantage of the fact that
memcached uses locking and reference counting to enable its
multithreaded design. The client locks the cache before look-
ing up an item, then increments the reference count when
an item is found. The reference count is not decremented
until the client is finished copying or consuming the cached
data, preventing the item from being deleted while in use.

4.2 Item Expiration
Memcached’s lazy expiration causes a complication in our

design. Because the client library looks up items directly in

the server’s memory, it will find expired items that the server
would not return over the network. However, memcached
does not store items with absolute expiry times; instead, it
uses relative times based on when the memcached server was
started. In order for the client to behave correctly, it must
be able to recognize expired items in the cache.

To accomplish this, we add a message to the one-time
handshake between the client and the server that occurs
when a connection is initiated. The client sends a special
request message to the server, which responds with the real
time at which the server was started. The client records
this time, which it uses to convert the relative expiry times
stored with the cached data into real expiry times.

4.3 Locality Discovery
In a simple environment involving only one host, mem-

cached clients may be able to assume that they are running
on the same physical host as the memcached server, and thus
can use shared memory to fetch values. However, most cloud
environments employ multiple servers, each potentially run-
ning a memcached server, a datastore node, and a number
of application VMs. In this case, the memcached client must
discover whether each memcached server is co-located with
it. We call this process locality discovery.
We have designed and implemented a simple mechanism

for locality discovery in Nahanni memcached. On startup,
the server writes a random 64-bit value called the cookie
into shared memory. After connecting to the server, the
client sends a special locality discovery message. A standard
memcached server will reply to this message with an error,
but the Nahanni memcached server responds with a packet
containing the cookie’s address and value. The client checks
whether the received value matches the cookie stored at the
received address to determine whether the server is local.

5. EVALUATION
We evaluated the performance of Nahanni memcached

using the Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [11].
YCSB is intended to benchmark cloud-scale datastore sys-
tems by providing configurable workloads that can model
the loads provided by web applications. The core workload
provided by YCSB can be configured with a target through-
put; the distribution of operations: read, insert, update,
and scan; and the statistical distributions to use for select-
ing which record to read or update and how many records
to scan. The YCSB framework reports latency statistics for
each operation.

We have implemented a YCSB workload (the cache work-
load) that caches the values it reads. The cache workload
allows the user to specify one or more memcached servers;
the validity time for cached data; and whether cached data
should be invalidated on update operations. The cache work-
load reports latency statistics for cache reads and cache
writes, and the hit rate of the cache, in addition to the data-
store latency statistics reported by YCSB. Because YCSB is
written in Java, the cache workload uses the Java wrapper
for our Nahanni memcached client library.

In order to evaluate the latency advantages provided by
caching in general, and Nahanni memcached specifically,
we define the average total read latency (ATRL) as the to-
tal time spent on read-related operations (datastore reads,
cache reads, and cache writes), divided by the total num-
ber of read operations performed. Most reads will be much
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Figure 1: A cloud-based web application using (a) standard memcached and (b) Nahanni memcached

faster (on a cache hit) or much slower (on a cache miss) than
the ATRL, but this measurement is useful in comparing the
overall latency of reads, including the latency of read-related
operations, in a system.

For our benchmarks, we used an Intel Xeon X5550 (2.67
GHz) server with two sockets, a total of eight cores (16
hyperthreads), and 48 GB of RAM. We ran the Cassan-
dra [15] datastore and memcached natively (not in a VM)
and ran YCSB in VMs. Each VM was given four virtual
CPUs and 4 GB of RAM. Cassandra was chosen because it
is a typical example of a cloud-scale NoSQL datastore, and
is open-source. We used a 4 GB memory pool for mem-
cached in both the standard and Nahanni configurations.
Except where otherwise specified, the VMs were connected
to the host and each other by a Virtual Distributed Ethernet
(VDE) [12] network, and use the paravirtualized virtio [24]
network interface provided by QEMU/KVM.

We used three different sets of parameters with our cache
workload in YCSB (Table 1). For brevity, we refer to each
set of parameters as a workload, even though they use the
same workload component in YCSB. We used the same sets
of parameters the YCSB authors [11] used to evaluate data-
stores, choosing the three workloads that best reflect scenar-
ios in which web applications would use memcached.

We loaded Cassandra with one million 1 KB records, and
ran each workload with three YCSB clients in separate VMs
running at 2,000 operations per second each, for a total of
6,000 operations per second. Each client executed 12 mil-
lion operations, for a total of 36 million operations. Note
that although the read heavy and read latest workloads per-
form write operations to Cassandra, we do not report the
latency of Cassandra writes, as this latency is not affected
by caching.

5.1 Read Heavy
For the read heavy workload (Figure 2(a)) standard mem-

cached provides a 17% improvement (i.e., 1.81 vs. 2.17) over
the non-caching case (i.e., using only Cassandra) with a 71%
cache hit rate. Nahanni memcached further improves the
ATRL by 41% (i.e., 1.07 vs. 1.81) compared to standard
memcached, improving the cache read latency by 81% (i.e.,
0.15 vs. 0.79).

The read only workload displays similar results and time
breakdowns (but with 38% ATRL reduction), with the same
cache hit rate, therefore we omit the graph for the read only
workload for space reasons.

Note that the read heavy workload involves update oper-
ations. Although our YCSB cache workload supports cache
invalidation, we left it disabled. Applications that use mem-
cached for mutable data are usually tolerant to some degree
of staleness, since cache invalidation must be handled by
the application. Also note that the current implementa-
tion of Nahanni memcached still uses sockets-based mes-
sages to send updates to memcached, which is why the
CACHE WRITE portions of the graphs (i.e., 0.27 vs. 0.25
per read) are similar. Tackling the latency of cache writes
is future work.

5.2 Read Latest
The cache hit rate for the read latest workload (Figure 2(c))

is 81%, which is higher than for the read heavy workload
(71%) because the latest distribution favors the newest records
heavily, more than the Zipfian distribution. This also allows
Cassandra’s internal cache to be more effective, thus de-
creasing the average datastore read latency. The high cache
hit rate allows standard memcached to improve the ATRL
by 32% (i.e., 1.3 vs. 1.91). Nahanni memcached further
improves the ATRL by 45% (i.e., 0.72 vs. 1.3) compared
to standard memcached, due to an 86% (i.e., 0.1 vs. 0.73)
reduction in cache read latency.

5.3 Paravirtualized Networks
Our experiments in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(c) used VDE [12]

to provide the virtual network. VDE has the advantage that
a non-root user can start new VM instances with no adminis-
trator intervention. However, if one is willing to provide root
or sudo permissions to accounts that start up VM instances
(we are wary of such privilege levels, but not everyone in the
Linux KVM community is similarly concerned), it is possible
to configure higher-performance network setups.

One standard mechanism for virtualized networking is to
use a bridged tap device for each VM. This requires per-VM
setup from the administrator or sudo permissions for the
user running the VM. The experimental vhost mechanism
in Linux KVM extends the bridging mechanism and further
improves performance by reducing the number of protection
domain crossings required for network I/O. We display re-
sults from the read heavy workload using bridged (br) and
vhost (vh) network setups in Figure 2(b).

Our main conclusion is that the Nahanni memcached con-
figurations still have the lowest latencies, although the spe-
cific amount of improvement might be more modest: using



Workload Operations Record Selection Application Scenario
Read only 100% Read Zipfian Static, externally-generated user information
Read heavy 95% Read, 5% Update Zipfian Photo tagging; reads to view tags, updates to add tags
Read latest 95% Read, 5% Insert Latest Status updates; users mostly view the newest statuses

Table 1: Workload parameters for evaluation
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Figure 2: YCSB Benchmark: Breakdown of Average Total Read Latency (ATRL). Bar segments represent
the contribution of Cassandra read, memcached cache read, and memcached cache write to the ATRL. “No
cache” uses only Cassandra. “Nahanni” uses the network for Cassandra reads and cache writes.

bridging without vhost, Nahanni is 27% faster (Figure 2(b),
read heavy workload, 1.02 vs. 1.4) than using standard
memcached. And, using both bridging and vhost (vh), Na-
hanni is 29% faster (Figure 2(b), read heavy workload, 0.67
vs. 0.95). After all, bridged networking and vhost also im-
prove the performance of Nahanni memcached since sockets
are still being used for updates and for IPC with Cassandra
when we miss in the cache.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Security and Protection
Some natural concerns when sharing memory between

processes and VMs are security and protection: Can a buggy
or malicious memcached client corrupt the shared data?
Although it is not yet implemented, the Nahanni shared-
memory region can be made read-only on a per-VM instance
basis. The host OS mechanism for implementing the shared
memory is a memory-mapped file, which supports per-VM-
mapping configurations, and the files also support authen-
tication and authorization using the normal file system per-
missions.

Of course, if a client has read-only access to the mem-
ory, then our implementation of Nahanni memcached would
have to replace the current load-store based synchronization
with something else, such as the event-based synchroniza-
tion mechanism already in Nahanni. A proper implementa-
tion and evaluation of this alternate design is the subject of
future work.

6.2 Isolation and Migration
Ironically, one of the main motivations for using VMs is

to better isolate one VM from another VM, and shared-
memory IPC breaks that isolation. However, we note that

full isolation is not always the most important reason to
use VMs (e.g., convenient resource allocation in clouds is
another common motivation for VMs), and the same di-
chotomy exists between the isolation of processes versus the
sharing of memory between processes (e.g., using System V
or POSIX mechanisms) in host operating systems.

In the end, if isolation is more important than perfor-
mance, then the existing sockets-based IPC for memcached
can be used. And, our client library will (in the future) sup-
port a simple switch that optionally selects either shared-
memory IPC or sockets IPC to memcached, depending on
user preference, and the dynamic location of the memcached
server (e.g., if clients or servers are ever migrated off the
same physical node).

6.3 Platform Integration
Nahanni memcached is currently suitable for use in an

IaaS environment with Nahanni shared memory support.
That is, it could deployed by a developer in VMs along with
a web application. However, many applications are deployed
in PaaS environments where memcached is provided as a
service.

One area of future work is to integrate Nahanni mem-
cached into a PaaS environment so that existing applications
using a particular API can take advantage of the reduced
latency provided by shared-memory caching. We plan to in-
tegrate Nahanni memcached into AppScale, an open-source
framework that emulates the GAE API. This will allow us
to evaluate the benefits of shared-memory caching in a real
web application. In preparation for this integration, we have
already implemented Nahanni-aware memcached client li-
braries for Java and Python, the languages supported by
AppScale.



6.4 Direct Cache Writes
In effective uses of memcached the application looks up

each item in the cache before reading it from the datastore,
and experiences a high cache hit rate. In such an application,
cache reads are much more common than other operations,
since cache writes are only required on cache misses. There-
fore, we targeted read latency in our design and our current
implementation requires the memcached client to commu-
nicate with the server over the network for all operations
other than reads. However, since the client has direct access
to the cached data, it is possible to implement direct writes
in the client.

Allowing client-side modifications to the cache will help
solve another problem: expiration. In our current imple-
mentation, the client recognizes and ignores expired cache
data, but does not remove it from the cache. This leads to
the server performing an expensive cleanup operation when
the cache gets full. With client-side writes implemented, it
would be a natural extension to allow the client to remove
expired items from the cache when they are found, as the
server does.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the context of different IPC techniques for accessing

key-value stores in web applications, we have presented Na-
hanni memcached, a memcached server using an inter-VM
shared memory IPC mechanism paired with wrapper func-
tions (i.e., C, Java, Python) that implement a standard
memcached API. Arguably, on elastic cloud systems, there
will be co-located VMs of the same web application on the
same physical server that can take advantage of shared-
memory IPC between the VMs.

Using the Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB), we
have empirically shown that Nahanni memcached, used with
VDE networking, can improve the total read-related latency
for a workload by up to 45% (i.e., read latest workload)
compared to standard memcached, resulting from reductions
in cache read latency of up to 86%. When combined with
state-of-the-art paravirtualized network mechanisms, such
as vhost, Nahanni memcached can still reduce the total read-
related latency by up to 29%.
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